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Chapter 2621: Expectation 

 

Although the Mo family kept a low profile most of the time, it didn’t mean that these reporters didn’t 

know the Mo family’s unique symbol. 

Everyone knew that the female artiste Qiao Mianmian was married to the Mo Corporation’s Chairman 

Mo Yesi. 

Hence, it was obvious who was inside the Rolls-Royce. 

At this time, most of the female artistes had already walked the red carpet. 

Qiao Mianmian appeared very late. 

In this red carpet show that was about to end, Song Fei made a name for herself with her limited-edition 

C brand evening gown and became the most eye-catching person. She was even chosen by some fashion 

magazines as the most stunning female artiste tonight. 

Everyone was thinking that Song Fei must have won the Golden Globe Award for Best Female Artist. 

Even Shen Fei was outshone by her. 

After all, even if she was a B-list idol, she was wearing a limited edition C brand gown. 

Moreover, she was the only female artiste in Country A to wear a limited edition C brand piece. 

Not everyone could do it. 

There were only a few spots each year, and they gave it to Shen Fei last year. 

This year, it was given to Song Fei. 

The others could only wait until next year to see if they could qualify. 

Hence, it wasn’t surprising that Song Fei’s fans were showing off. If it was any other artiste, they would 

definitely do the same. 

The reporters at the scene had long heard about the war between Song Fei and Qiao Mianmian on 

Weibo. 

And they knew the main reason for this war. 

It was just a competition between women. 

Honestly, they felt that Qiao Mianmian was definitely prettier. 

Song Fei was beautiful, but she wasn’t as exquisite as Qiao Mianmian. 

But tonight, Song Fei was already in the limelight. 

She had “murdered” many reporters. 



Although she wasn’t as pretty as Qiao Mianmian, female celebrities couldn’t win with their looks. 

It seemed like Song Fei had won the war on Weibo. 

What about the war on the red carpet? 

Who would win? 

Qiao Mianmian was the wife and daughter of two rich families. In terms of background, she was much 

more impressive than Song Fei. 

If she lost to her in both matters, it would be a slap in the face. 

Hence, the moment Qiao Mianmian’s Rolls-Royce appeared, it attracted all the reporters’ attention. 

They eagerly waited. 

What was Qiao Mianmian wearing tonight? 

Song Fei was wearing a limited edition C brand gown. 

How would Qiao Mianmian win against her? 

The moment Qiao Mianmian got out of the car, countless cameras were focused on her. 

They first saw a pair of sparkling blue high heels. 

Further up was a pair of slender and fair legs. The owner of the legs had delicate and exquisite ankles. 

Her pair of royal blue high heels made everyone feel like they were looking at the crystal shoes that 

Cinderella wore in the fairy tale. 

It was just a pair of high heels, and just the part of her ankle that was exposed was already so beautiful. 

Chapter 2622: Stunned 

 

The moment she got off the car, everyone present instantly understood what the words “drop-dead 

gorgeous” meant. 

She wasn’t a female artiste, she was obviously a fairy from heaven. 

All the female celebrities were trying their best to attract attention tonight. Which one of them didn’t 

dress like a goddess? 

But no matter how beautiful they were, they only looked like fairies. 

But Qiao Mianmian’s appearance made them think was a fairy. 

The blue starry dress was blinding under the spotlight. 

What was even more eye-catching was Qiao Mianmian’s fair skin. 

Was that real skin? 



It was also deeply felt. 

Qiao Mianmian always wore light makeup. 

Her makeup tonight was thicker than usual, but it wasn’t that thick. 

Her facial features were even more exquisite and three-dimensional as if someone had used a knife to 

carve it slowly and carefully. 

Seeing how exquisite she was, everyone present felt inferior. 

So, there was such a huge difference between people. 

Some people were obviously favored by God. 

Such people were extremely rare. 

Most of them looked casual. 

“I-Is that Qiao Mianmian?!” someone exclaimed. 

The exclamation came from the fans. 

Waiting for their idols to appear, the fans had already seen enough of the fight between Qiao Mianmian 

and Song Fei on Weibo. After watching the fight, everyone was especially looking forward to Qiao 

Mianmian’s appearance. 

Song Fei had been in the limelight previously and won against Qiao Mianmian on Weibo. She was so 

proud. 

The matter had already blown up, but Qiao Mianmian still didn’t respond on Weibo. This caused many 

people to feel strange. 

Including the people at the venue. 

They couldn’t help but think about how Qiao Mianmian let Song Fei’s fans insult her, and even her own 

fans were humiliated. Why didn’t she do anything? 

This didn’t seem like her style. 

After all, she was a ruthless character who forced Little Xiao out of the entertainment industry and made 

the Shen family bankrupt in a short time. 

She shouldn’t have been so patient. 

Did she not know what happened on Weibo? 

Or was she holding back? 

Whether it was the netizens on Weibo or the audience, they were all looking forward to Qiao 

Mianmian’s appearance. 

Under such anticipation, Qiao Mianmian finally appeared. 

Then, they were all stunned by her appearance. 



She was almost blinding. 

“Damn, Qiao Mianmian’s outfit is too beautiful tonight. When she got off the car just now, I felt like I 

saw a fairy descending on earth. It was too stunning and unreal.” 

“Gosh, Qiao Mianmian’s dress looks so dreamy. She looks like a fairy. Damn, she’s so beautiful.” 

Even the other artistes’ fans were shocked by Qiao Mianmian’s beauty. 

Everyone looked at her in shock. 

Chapter 2623: Brainless 

 

“Other things aside, her looks are definitely better than Song Fei’s. If there’s no comparison, Song Fei 

looks very pretty. But if she wants to compare with Qiao Mianmian, it’s really not enough.” 

“What brand is Qiao Mianmian wearing? Does anyone know?” 

In the live stream. 

The netizens watching the live broadcast of the awards ceremony were also discussing enthusiastically. 

Because of Qiao Mianmian’s appearance, the number of viewers in the live stream increased to more 

than seven million, and it was still rising. 

“Ahhh, Qiao Mianmian’s style is too good tonight! I like the dress she’s wearing, it’s too beautiful. I 

declare that from now on, this dress is my dream fairy dress!” 

“101st time, I’m amazed by Mianmian’s beauty. Not to mention men bending over for you, even a 

woman like me is captivated. Let me ask you seriously, do you want to try the lace? I can do it!” 

“I’m crying. Mianmian is finally here. She’s so beautiful.” 

“Some people say that Qiao Mianmian is really pretty. In terms of looks, Song Fei can’t compare to her.” 

“To put it bluntly, I also think that Qiao Mianmian is much better looking than Song Fei. And in terms of 

temperament, she’s also much better than Song Fei. Song Fei’s fans shouldn’t attack me, I’m just a 

passerby. I’m only expressing my thoughts.” 

The live stream room was full of praises for Qiao Mianmian’s beauty. 

They might have to defame Qiao Mianmian for other things, but defame her looks… 

There was really nothing to criticize. 

That face was shockingly beautiful, and every part of it was aesthetic. 

Whether they liked her or not, they had to admit that Qiao Mianmian was really beautiful. 

Even Song Fei’s fans who criticized her for doing plastic surgery admitted that Qiao Mianmian was 

indeed beautiful. 



Song Fei’s brainless fans saw that the live stream was full of praises for Qiao Mianmian. Moreover, many 

people said that Qiao Mianmian was prettier than Song Fei. They were all furious and couldn’t help but 

post all sorts of insults towards Qiao Mianmian. 

It’s Feifei’s Little Cutie: “Qiao Mianmian must have hired a lot of netizens to comment on the live 

stream. She really has the cheek to brag about herself as if she’s a goddess. They even said that her 

dress is better than Feibao’s. Are those people blind? How is it good? It’s obviously cheap workmanship, 

and she looks like a country bumpkin.” 

F*ck you: “What’s Qiao Mianmian wearing? How could she have the cheek to wear such a country-style 

dress to the awards ceremony? Is she here to be funny? She deliberately came late and made it seem 

like she was going to be the finale, but in the end, she’s dressed like this? Look at our Feibao’s dress, do 

you know what a high order is? Do you know what a global limited edition is? Isn’t your hubby the CEO 

of a big corporation? He doesn’t even have the money to buy you a better dress?” 

Feifei Love You: “Hahaha, I’m dying of laughter. Qiao Mianmian’s dress was bought from Taobao, right? 

There’s no harm in comparing it. Feibao’s dress is more than ten grades higher than hers. Not everyone 

can handle a limited edition C brand. The reason why the C brand’s management chose Feibao instead 

of her is very obvious..” 

Chapter 2624: Overwhelming Everyone 

Her dress wasn’t bought on Taobao, but it was indeed very village-like. It couldn’t compare to Feibao’s 

elegant aura. 

Weiai Feibao: “The set of jewelry she’s wearing looks so fake. It’s obviously an imitation. She’s the CEO’s 

wife and the daughter of a rich family. Doesn’t she even have a decent set of jewelry? It seems like this 

so-called wife of a rich family isn’t doing well. She’s just showing off.” 

Song Fei’s brainless fans were all lying, saying that the dress wasn’t a treasure and that the jewelry was a 

cheap imitation. 

In any case, Qiao Mianmian was belittled from head to toe. 

Then, the group of them collectively fantasized for a while before unilaterally declaring that Song Fei 

won. 

Even the passersby were speechless by Song Fei’s fans. 

This was really brainless. 

Qiao Mianmian’s outfit tonight was very good. 

Moreover, her dress and jewelry were obviously very expensive. No layman would think that they were 

cheap. 

Song Fei’s fans were spouting nonsense just to defame Qiao Mianmian. 

Finally, someone couldn’t take it anymore. 



“Qiao Mianmian’s dress is one of the only two in the world. One is in the hands of a princess consort in 

Country M, and the other is on her. The dress she’s wearing was designed by the world’s top designer, 

Aaron Smith. I don’t have to explain to everyone how impressive Aaron Smith is, right? You’ll know if 

you search it up on Baidu. Also, the jewelry she’s wearing, if I’m not seeing wrongly, I think I saw the 

MR.S engraving on it, and the material is the best blue diamond. I don’t have to explain to you how rare, 

how precious, and how expensive a blue diamond is. What I’m not sure about is Baidu. 

“I didn’t want to post this on Weibo. After all, I don’t want to provoke a brainless fan and cause trouble 

for myself. But I find it funny to see some brainless comments. It’s really enough to defame someone for 

the sake of defamation. You can donate your eyes to those who need them. If Aaron Smith and MR.S 

find out that their works are being called an imitation, they’ll probably be so angry they’ll vomit blood. 

Also, these two top designers are my idols. I posted this on Weibo because I couldn’t bear to watch 

some brainless fan’s actions. Secondly, I couldn’t tolerate someone insulting my idol like this.” 

This Weibo user was a beauty blogger and the chief editor of a fashion magazine. 

Hence, no one would doubt her veracity. 

Because she couldn’t lie. 

So, the dress Qiao Mianmian was wearing was really designed by Aaron Smith? 

Was the jewelry she was wearing really made by MR.S? 

If it was true, then Qiao Mianmian’s outfit tonight would be overwhelming. 

The C brand was nothing compared to her outfit. 

What was Aaron Smith’s level? 

The C brand’s designers couldn’t compare. 

He was a world-renowned fashion designer, and every piece of work he finished was a treasure that 

every country fought for.. 

Chapter 2625: Are Their Faces Swollen Now? 

 

C brand was indeed the boss of luxury brands, but that was without comparison. 

With a super master like Aaron Smith, they could only stand aside. 

Moreover… 

The most eye-catching and shocking person wasn’t Aaron Smith. 

It was MR.S. 

As a genius jewelry designer who had never shown his face or designed works for anyone, his works 

were naturally more eye-catching. 

No matter how impressive Aaron Smith was, he couldn’t do as he wished. 



For example, he would design some clothes for the royal families of Country M. He was considered the 

royal family’s designer. 

No matter how powerful he was, he was still working for the royal family. 

But MR.S was different. 

He didn’t work for anyone. 

His work only appeared in an international jewelry competition. 

It was the only competition he participated in, and he won first place. 

Even Henry Zhou was placed second. 

Since then, MR.S’s works had never appeared in any setting. 

Many people in the industry felt that it was a pity. 

They all felt that it was a huge loss for the jewelry industry for him to not participate in any design 

competition. 

As long as he was willing, any top jewelry brand would be willing to hire him as a designer. 

Reputation, wealth, status… as long as he was willing, he could get it easily. 

Ever since that competition, many top jewelry brands had looked for him. The prices they offered were 

astronomical. If it was anyone else, they would definitely have been tempted. 

But he didn’t seem to care about what ordinary people wanted. 

These things didn’t seem attractive to him. 

Hence, the only explanation was that MR.S was definitely an extremely impressive figure. 

He didn’t rely on jewelry design to earn money. 

This was just one of his hobbies. 

He probably only wanted to see how good his work was in the eyes of others. 

After winning the competition and proving himself, he stopped paying attention to this matter. 

But now… 

The mysterious MR.S had appeared again. 

He actually designed a set of jewelry for Qiao Mianmian! 

What did this mean? 

All of a sudden, everyone’s attention was on MR.S and Qiao Mianmian’s jewelry! 

The annual Golden Globe Awards didn’t seem to interest them anymore. 

After all, the Golden Globe Awards was held every year. 



And if they missed the live stream, they could watch the replay. 

But it had been seven years since MR.S last appeared. 

After seven years, one of MR.S’s works finally appeared again. 

“Damn, is Qiao Mianmian’s jewelry really from MR.S? I only saw that the jewelry must be very 

expensive, but I didn’t expect it to be from MR.S. She actually got MR.S to design jewelry for her. That’s 

too impressive.” 

“I just enlarged her picture with a magnifying glass. The necklace and the pendant do have the letters 

MR.S on them. The same letter was printed on the jewelry that MR.S used to participate in the 

competition.” 

“Gosh, Aaron Smith designed a dress for her, and MR.S designed jewelry for her. How did she do it? Are 

Song Fei’s fans’ faces swollen now? Her outfit is so much better than Song Fei’s, but they actually call it 

an imitation.” 

“I don’t know if Song Fei’s fans’ faces are swollen, but she must be feeling terrible.” 

Chapter 2626: Finally Felt Better 

 

“Song Fei must have thought she won this time, but Qiao Mianmian is the finale. Her management 

company bought so many articles to praise her, and now she’s being slapped in the face. If Qiao 

Mianmian’s dress and jewelry are real, Song Fei really won’t have any advantage.” 

“It must be true. She’s the CEO’s wife and the daughter of a rich family. She shouldn’t be wearing such a 

high-quality imitation on such an occasion. Everyone here has sharp eyes. If she was wearing a high-

quality imitation, it would have been recognized already.” 

“With the Mo family’s status, and as the Madam of the Mo Corporation, she has the capital to wear a 

dress designed by Aaron Smith. As for that set of jewelry, it’s hard to say. After all, MR.S is too 

mysterious. Besides that competition, no other works have been released, so it’s difficult to distinguish 

its authenticity. However, the jewelry material should be real diamonds. But we don’t know if it was 

designed by MR.S.” 

Qiao Mianmian’s fans felt especially proud. 

They had been bullied by Song Fei’s fans for so long and had been holding it in. 

Now, they finally felt proud. 

They finally felt better. 

Song Fei’s fans thought that Song Fei was so great just because she was wearing a C brand dress. They 

even mocked Qiao Mianmian. They were furious, but they didn’t know how to retaliate. 

But seeing how arrogant Song Fei’s fans were, they couldn’t take it. 

They finally felt better after holding it in for so long. 



“Wu wu wu, Mianbao is so beautiful tonight, I’m crying. What kind of beauty are you, Mianbao? Too 

beautiful. Wu wu wu, I want to be Mianbao’s fan for life!” 

“I knew Mianmian wouldn’t disappoint us! Hahaha, it feels so good. Some people’s fans don’t even 

know if their faces are swollen. Your idol is so amazing when she wears a luxury brand. She can walk side 

by side with the sun as if she has never worn it before. Mianmian is sick of wearing luxury brands. Your 

idol is so impressive, can she wear clothes designed by Aaron Smith? Can she get MR.S to design jewelry 

for her?” 

At this moment. 

Song Fei’s fans, who had been at the climax and dissing Qiao Mianmian, lost their voices. 

After the beauty blogger explained the background of Qiao Mianmian’s dress and jewelry, Song Fei’s 

fans felt their faces burn as if they’d been slapped. 

How could they know that Qiao Mianmian’s outfit would be so impressive? 

Initially, some people didn’t know who Aaron Smith and MR.S were, so they secretly went to Baidu. 

When they found out, the feeling of being slapped was even stronger. 

Damn! 

Was Qiao Mianmian that scheming b*tch doing it on purpose! 

Why did she have to appear now! 

What else could it be? 

This scheming b*tch was deliberately trying to embarrass them! 

How could she be so despicable! 

Had she been waiting for this moment for a long time? 

Chapter 2627: A Liar! 

 

As Song Fei’s fans had previously mocked Qiao Mianmian for wearing a high-end imitation and Taobao 

products, they’d even insulted many netizens. Now that the beauty blogger’s topic was out, the netizens 

who’d long disliked them naturally wouldn’t miss this good opportunity to retort. 

The netizens didn’t hold back at all. 

“Hahaha, Song Fei’s fans are really bumpkins. No wonder their master could have an orgasm for so long 

just by wearing a high-end dress. It’s as if she has never worn it in her entire life. It’s not easy to wear it 

once. A little artiste who made her debut through talent shows still has to compare herself to a real rich 

lady. Isn’t this embarrassing? Now she’s been slapped in the face. Really delightful!” 

“Song Fei is wearing a C brand dress and has a lot of publications. She’s always outshining everyone. It’s 

so embarrassing. Qiao Mianmian’s outfit tonight is really impressive. I’ve never seen her posting about 



it. In comparison, the daughter of a rich family is still the daughter of a rich family, while some people 

are just clowns.” 

“Why aren’t Song Fei’s fans jumping around anymore? Weren’t they jumping around so fiercely just 

now? Continue jumping around and praising your master. Why are all of you silent?” 

Song Fei’s fans were furious. 

They were always the ones with the upper hand. 

Not like this. 

They were the ones being criticized now. 

They’d fought so many artistes and won every time. They never knew what it felt like to lose. 

They never knew what it felt like to be ripped apart. 

How could someone who was used to being arrogant tolerate this? 

Someone was indignant and retorted. “So what if Aaron Smith and that MR.S are very impressive? Who 

knows if Qiao Mianmian is wearing a high-quality imitation? Now that the imitation is done well, it can 

be taken for real. I’ve searched online and found out that Qiao Mianmian’s dress was once wanted by a 

princess, but Aaron Smith didn’t give it to her. Qiao Mianmian is even more impressive than a princess. 

Would anyone believe it?” 

“Moreover, the set of jewelry she’s wearing. If it’s a blue diamond, just the set of jewelry would cost 

hundreds of millions. Not to mention that it was designed by MR.S. He has never designed jewelry for 

anyone, never! What right does Qiao Mianmian have to get a legendary jewelry designer to design 

jewelry for her? Anyway, I don’t believe that her set of jewelry was really designed by MR.S. Let’s not 

talk about anything else, who knows who MR.S is? Where did she find him? 

“She’s just relying on the fact that no one knows who MR.S is, so of course, she can lie as she pleases. 

Anyway, MR.S won’t expose her. 

“Aaron Smith is overseas now. He definitely doesn’t know about this. He can’t rush over just to expose 

her. 

“Qiao Mianmian is a liar!” 

The other fans agreed. 

“That’s right, that’s right. Qiao Mianmian’s outfit is obviously an imitation.” 

“What’s the point? She can’t compare to our Feibao. No one would say anything even if she admitted 

defeat. Wearing an imitation is too degrading.” 

… 

At the venue of the awards ceremony. 

The reporters swarmed forward and surrounded Qiao Mianmian. 



Chapter 2628: It’s From My Husband 

“Qiao Mianmian, I heard that this dress was designed by Aaron Smith. There are only two pieces in the 

world, is that true? But I heard that Aaron Smith has a strange temper. Even a princess wanted this 

dress, but he didn’t agree. How did you get this dress?” 

“Yes, how did you get this dress? Can you tell us? Everyone is curious.” 

There were actually other artistes on the red carpet. 

But at this point, the reporters only had eyes for Qiao Mianmian. 

They were only focused on Qiao Mianmian. 

In their eyes, Qiao Mianmian was the hot topic tonight. 

Whether her dress was designed by Aaron Smith, and whether her jewelry was designed by MR.S. 

Any news article or post on Weibo would definitely have good views. 

Qiao Mianmian didn’t even blink in the face of countless blinding cameras. She looked up with a smile, 

her posture elegant and generous. “Thank you for everyone’s attention. I’m not sure where this dress 

came from. This is a gift from my husband. If you want to know, you’ll have to ask him.” 

Qiao Mianmian was telling the truth. 

If Linda hadn’t told her, she wouldn’t have known that this dress had such an impressive origin. 

As for how Mo Yesi got this dress, she really didn’t know. 

“Is this dress a gift from Mr. Mo?” 

“Mm, yes.” 

“Mr. Mo didn’t tell you how he bought this dress?” 

“Uh, he didn’t say anything. I only received the gift today. And at first, I didn’t know this dress was made 

by Aaron Smith either. I only found out when my manager told me about it.” 

“It seems like Mr. Mo was planning to give you a surprise.” 

“Mm, I guess.” Qiao Mianmian smiled again. 

These reporters naturally wondered if it was a high-end imitation, but when they heard that it was a gift 

from Mo Yesi, they immediately dismissed the idea. 

The Chairman of the Mo Corporation and the second young master of the Mo family, how could he buy 

an imitation? 

No matter how expensive it was, he had the ability to have it. 

Moreover, even if Aaron Smith was the royal designer, with the Mo family’s power and status, asking 

him to design clothes for them wouldn’t be wronging him. 

The Mo family was also prominent in Country A. 



In fact, they weren’t inferior to the royal family. 

The Old Master of the Mo family was once the president of Country A. 

Moreover, when they looked closer, they realized that Qiao Mianmian’s jewelry was made of diamonds. 

And it was the kind of diamond that was broken and used for embedding. 

Such craftsmanship and cost weren’t something that could be imitated. 

The reporters present were not ignorant. They had seen many high-end imitations, and they had long 

trained their sharp eyes. 

They could tell if Qiao Mianmian’s dress was real or fake. 

If an imitation could have such an effect, then people in this industry wouldn’t have to waste their talent 

to do it. 

“Then, did your husband also give you the jewelry?” 

Compared to Qiao Mianmian’s dress, the reporters were more interested in her blue diamond jewelry.. 

Chapter 2629: I Didn’t Know, How Did You Know? 

They were more concerned about the designer behind the blue diamond jewelry. 

That mysterious jewelry designer, MR.S, who had never shown his face, and no matter how the media 

dug, they couldn’t find any traces of him. 

After seven years, this mysterious figure that seemed to exist only in legends finally showed up again. 

If Qiao Mianmian’s jewelry was real… 

Then, they could use her to slowly find out more about MR.S. 

Even if they couldn’t, they could at least dig out some useful information. 

Qiao Mianmian touched the diamond pendant on her neck and smiled. “Yes, this was also a gift from my 

husband.” 

“This set of jewelry was also given to you by Mr. Mo?” 

“Yes.” 

“So, everything you’re wearing today was given by Mr. Mo?” 

“Yes.” 

“When Mr. Mo gave you this set of jewelry, did he tell you where he bought it from?” 

Qiao Mianmian was stunned and felt that the reporter’s question was a little strange. 

But she still smiled and replied politely, “No.” 

“So, you don’t know the background of this set of jewelry?” 



Qiao Mianmian was stunned again. “Background? What other background does this set of jewelry 

have?” 

This time, the reporters were stunned. 

They looked at each other for a while. After seeing that Qiao Mianmian really didn’t know anything, a 

reporter asked, “Then, you should know about MR.S, right?” 

Although he was a legendary figure that had only happened once, his name was remembered by many. 

“MR.S?” Qiao Mianmian was even more confused. “I’ve heard of this person. Is there a problem?” 

But what did this person have to do with her? 

“Don’t you know that this set of jewelry you’re wearing was designed by MR.S?” 

“What?!” 

Qiao Mianmian widened her eyes in shock. 

She looked down at her necklace and was stunned for a while before murmuring in disbelief, “This set of 

jewelry was designed by MR.S? But I didn’t know, how did you know?” 

Her reaction left the reporters speechless. 

She’d garnered a lot of attention with the jewelry, but she didn’t know that it was designed by MR.S. 

It didn’t seem like she was pretending. 

She really didn’t seem to know. 

Her reaction just now didn’t seem to be a performance. 

Moreover, she didn’t have to pretend not to know. 

“Some of MR.S’s fans analyzed it on Weibo. They said that his name is engraved on all of his works. They 

saw that your necklace had the name MR.S engraved on it, exactly the same as the mark on the piece 

MR.S used to participate in the competition he won first place.” 

Qiao Mianmian immediately lowered her head. 

She stared at the necklace for a while and widened her eyes a little. As expected, she saw the words 

“MR.S” engraved on the necklace. 

She was shocked again. 

The reporter saw her reaction and said, “It seems like this is another surprise prepared by Mr. Mo. 

Seven years ago, MR.S participated in a global jewelry competition. He easily defeated the 

internationally renowned jewelry designer, Henry Zhou, and won the championship. 

“But after the competition, there was no more news about him. Including his designs. 

“I haven’t seen them since..” 

Chapter 2630: As if She’d Been Hit in the Head 



 

“Many people think that MR.S might be a fictional person. Hence, he slowly became a legend. 

“But now, the legendary person has appeared again. Since you’re wearing his design, it means that this 

person really exists. But you said that the jewelry was given to you by Mr. Mo, and you don’t know 

anything. It seems like the only person who knows about MR.S’s whereabouts is Mr. Mo.” 

“Perhaps.” Qiao Mianmian slowly recovered from her shock. Although she still had many questions, she 

decided to ask Mo Yesi after the party ended. 

“Then, can you tell us what’s the situation with MR.S?” The reporter finally asked. 

“Well, I don’t know what exactly is going on, so I can’t promise you on his behalf. But I’ll relay your 

words and ask for his opinion. If he thinks it’s alright, I’m willing to tell everyone. 

“The event is starting, please make way.” 

… 

In the venue. 

Scrolling through Weibo, Song Fei saw the post telling what Qiao Mianmian was wearing tonight. 

After reading the post, Song Fei felt awful. 

She’d been so proud of herself and thought that she’d won, but now she felt like she’d been hit in the 

head. 

It was a hard blow. 

It almost knocked her unconscious. 

She opened her eyes wide and read the post over and over again. 

She read every word carefully. 

After confirming that she hadn’t read wrong, her expression darkened. 

She stared at the cell phone screen as if she wanted to bore a hole in it. 

How was that possible? 

Was that dress really designed by Aaron Smith? 

Was the jewelry she was wearing really designed by MR.S? 

How was that possible? 

Not to mention Aaron Smith, but the legendary MR.S? He had disappeared for a long time. Had he ever 

designed jewelry for anyone? 

Why did he appear again… 

He even designed such a beautiful piece of blue diamond jewelry for Qiao Mianmian. 



Previously, Song Fei was so proud of herself that she thought she had the upper hand. But now, it 

seemed like she was no longer popular. 

All her sense of superiority vanished. 

Song Fei was like a balloon that had deflated after being poked by a needle. 

She thought that she would be the most popular one tonight. 

The same as the previous times. 

If it wasn’t for Qiao Mianmian… 

Just a moment ago, she was still on the top trending topics on Weibo. 

# Song Fei and the Most Beautiful Encounter # 

# Golden Globe Awards for Best Dress Song Fei # 

# Song Fei is elegant and charming # 

She made it to a few trending searches with her C brand dress. Even big shots like Shen Fei were 

outshone by her. No one could surpass her popularity, and she became the talk of the town. 

But the moment Qiao Mianmian appeared… the trend on Weibo immediately changed. 

Song Fei, the so-called “queen of topics”, was quickly replaced by Qiao Mianmian in less than ten 

minutes. 

All the topics about her were replaced by topics talking about Qiao Mianmian. 

 


